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Planning for the future

The Chairman’s & CEO’s 
Report

Over the last twelve months, since the establishment 
of the Royal Commission, there have been no 
meaningful changes in Government aged care 
policy other than increasing demands for greater 
accountability and reporting, and the introduction of 
a more intensive compliance checking system. For a 
top tier provider like Scalabrini, which is committed 
to provide the best possible care for its residents, this 
has been a major disappointment. A token, one-off, 
pre-election funding injection in the first months of 
2019 gave some indication that the Government was 
at least aware of its underfunding of residential aged 
care. However, the absence of a final report from the 
Royal Commission, and any indication as to how the 
Government will reform the present failing system, 
does not provide a suitable base for comprehensive 
strategic planning, at least for services that are 
almost entirely dependent on Government for their 
operation and sustainability. 

In the meantime, we have continued to maintain 
quality care in the face of ever-increasing costs, 

which, for several years, have been higher than 
CPI, and in the face of declining care subsidies, 
which, again for several years, have been below 
CPI and wage inflation. We continue to invest in 
improving our built environment, and can receive 
support for this from residents through refundable 
accommodation deposits.  However, our pathway 
to operational sustainability requires additional 
operational income, either from Government or 
residents. Our ongoing cost base will be reduced 
following the closure of our Lyons Road facility, 
which, although providing care that was highly 
appreciated, had come to the end of its life in terms 
of providing a suitable environment for residents and 
staff. 

The Board is considering the future of the Lyons 
Road site. There are a number of potential options. 
Further assessment of the site, the existing building 
infrastructure, planning options and service 
alternatives consistent with our Charter, will be 
undertaken. 
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Highlights of the last year

As reported last year our new facility, The Village by 
Scalabrini, in Drummoyne had commenced to take 
residents. At the date of this report we essentially 
have full occupancy, including the places which were 
frozen to receive residents from the 
de-commissioned site at Lyons Road, Drummoyne, 
as is also the case with the couples-care apartments 
at the site. Again, as reported last year The Village by 
Scalabrini was officially opened on 28 September 
2018 by the Honourable Ken Wyatt, the then Minister 
for Senior Australians and Aged Care. 

The renovation of Sorrento, the dementia specific 
accommodation at the Bexley village, was also 
completed as anticipated in last year’s report. 

The renovations and extensions at the Allambie 
Heights village, which were approved by Council last 
financial year, have progressed from the tendering 
to the contract stage and the works are expected to 
begin this month. They include refurbishment works 
of the reception, staff, administration, community 
and wellness areas and conversion of two four-bed 
rooms into three double rooms, and the construction 
of a new single storey wing comprising eight single 
residential rooms with ensuites and a communal 
lounge room. The works will increase the overall 
capacity of the village from 77 to 83 residential care 
places and improve the overall environment at the 
village.  

The provision of the voluminous information 
requested by the Royal Commission from all 
providers at short notice over the year-end holiday 
period was achieved on time by Scalabrini. We 

record our appreciation for the diligence of those 
responsible, and for the quality of their presentation. 

During the last financial year Scalabrini received a 
one-off Commonwealth Regional Rural and Remote 
Infrastructure Grant of $497,934 for works at the 
Griffith village. This will assist us to improve the 
living environment at the village, the Board having 
approved the expenditure of an additional $469,000 
for non-grant works, including improving the nurse 
call infrastructure and CCTV surveillance to provide 
stronger security and care of our residents. The 
project is expected to be largely completed by the 
end of the year.

Emeritus Prof Leroy Certoma 
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Financial outcomes

Notwithstanding a continuing increase in costs 
the Board has remained uncompromising in its 
commitment to deliver the best possible care, 
enshrined in our unique version of person-centred 
care termed ‘Sono Io’. 

The overall result for the year, a total comprehensive 
loss for the year of $12.382 million was disappointing 
and is not sustainable. I note that there were a 
number of factors that contributed to this adverse 
outcome. First there were several 
non-recurring items particularly those associated 
with the closure of Lyons Road Drummoyne and the 
opening of Mary Street Drummoyne. These totalled  
$9.915 million and included the acceleration of 
depreciation of Lyons Road, costs associated with 
de-commissioning (including redundancy costs), 
costs associated with the payout of capital gains on 
the vacated apartments at Piacenza, replacement 
accommodation for any Piacenza residents who 
are relocated, and write-off of some previously 
capitalised legal and planning costs at Mary Street. 

Moreover, other extraordinary costs included interest 
on the external loan, which was taken to assist in 
the provision of new facilities including at Chipping 
Norton and Drummoyne. The loan is being paid 
down ahead of schedule despite a swing away 
from refundable accommodation payments to daily 
(i.e. interest based) accommodation payments, 

Governance and Senior Leadership

Again, this year, we wish to note that the Board, its 
Chairman and the Chief Executive Officer are grateful 
to the members of the Company for granting us the 
stability necessary to re-position the Company to 
meet the challenges facing the sector in a rapidly 
changing yet unclear future environment. 

The major change in the last year in our senior 
leadership has been the regrettable and unexpected 
resignation of our CEO, Elaine Griffin. She was very 
professional and made a significant and lasting 
contribution to the legacy of Scalabrini Village for 
which we are grateful. 
 

and interest payments will therefore fall during the 
current financial year. 

Further there has been a significant increase in the 
cost of salaries, cleaning, utilities, and finance costs. 
Depreciation costs have also increased in respect 
of new or renewed facilities particularly those at 
Chipping Norton and Mary Street. 

There was a gain on revaluation of properties (based 
on Government valuation) in the financial year of just 
under $9.8m.  

Details have been provided in the 2019 accounts and 
a summary of the financials can be found at the back 
of this annual report.
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Conclusion

We extend our warmest wishes for a safe and holy 
festive season to life members, volunteers, who 
unselfishly support the work of the Village, residents, 
the Religious sisters and fathers, management and 
staff, Board members, and to everyone’s family.

Emeritus Prof Leroy Certoma  
Chairman of the Board 

Chris Grover  
Chief Executive Officer 

The Board moved swiftly to find a new CEO and 
was fortunate to recruit Chris Grover, who joined 
us on 8th April 2019. Chris is an experienced 
executive leader who last year completed 15 years 
employment with a very large aged care and 
community services organisation, prior to which he 
held senior roles in listed and unlisted companies. 
Chris was most recently employed as a Chief 
Financial Officer with a particular focus on aged 
care strategy formation, operational performance, 
industry-wide advocacy and measuring the positive 
impact on client outcomes. 

We remain grateful to all of the directors for their 
expertise and contribution to the work of the Board, 
and for the outstanding support of our senior 
management team and staff. 

Chris Grover
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The Scalabrinian Congregation had its XV General 
Chapter from the 9th of October to the 4th of 
November 2018. Representing our St Frances Cabrini 
Province (Australia and Asia), I had the privilege to be 
part of such a graceful moment for our Scalabrinian 
Family which takes place every 6 years. 

For almost one month the 43 delegates participating 
in the Chapter evaluated our missions in the 32 
countries where 664 Scalabrinian Missionaries are 
present and created a missionary project that will 
guide our Congregation for the next 6 years. 
During the Chapter, a new General Administration 
was elected to guide us as servant leaders in the 
implementation of the emerged Missionary Project 
calling the Scalabrinians to be “Migrant Missionaries 

on the roads of evangelization and proximity”. In 
this pastoral endeavour we have planned a three 
year formative journey of encounter, dialogue and 
proclamation. We have begun the implementation 
of the first stage of this journey focusing on 
the culture of encounter that Pope Francis is 
continuously highlighting
.
The Chapter delegates had the honour to have 
an audience with the Holy Father who invited 
us to listen to and to learn from the migrants we 
serve. Pope Francis told us that from the migrants 
we can learn to be people of faith, to keep our 
dreams alive, the importance of the community 
support, resilience in the process of integration to 
new cultures, the love for their families, and caring 
for the elderly. Wonderful practical values we can 
enrich ourselves with if we are willing to encounter 
one another listening to our stories and building 
bridges of altruism instead of walls of indifference. 
Scalabrini’s ‘Sono Io’ program has similar values, 
giving personal attention to the residents and 
becoming humans together.

The Provincial’s 
Message
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personalised care appreciating life as a gift and 
valuing the Divine Dignity that is within us as God’s 
creatures that we are. 

Let us continue being partners in fostering in our 
Scalabrini Villages a culture of encounter that: 
proclaims caring relationships, denounces exclusion 
and isolation, emphasizes a personal friendship with 
God who first encounters us in love, and defends life 
in all its dimensions.  Indeed a culture of encounter is 
the opposite of the culture of indifference and we are 
to make a difference. Blessed Scalabrini, pray for us. 

Fr. Delmar Silva CS 
Provincial Superior

Based on the invitation from Pope Francis, in our 
2019 Provincial Assembly we invited some migrants 
representing different ethnic communities to share 
with us about their expectations on the Scalabrinian 
Missionaries in Australia. They were generous in 
appreciating the great legacy of our missionaries 
who have been serving in Australia since 1952. At 
the same time they invited us to move forward in 
the effort to serve migrants from different ethnic 
communities being bridges between cultures. As 
a matter of fact, our missionaries in Australia, all of 
them born overseas, are already serving various 
migrant communities in our parishes or as migrant 
chaplains reaching out to different ethnic groups. 
We do keep the legacy of the pastoral care of the 
Italian Community in the best way we can with our 
human resources, mindful that the composition of 
our missionaries and the communities we serve are 
already very multicultural. The signs of the times 
are challenging and new methodologies are to be 
discerned as we journey being meaningful others to 
one another.

The Scalabrini Villages are a concrete sign of how 
we can learn from migrants. They are the result of 
consecrated religious and lay people of God serving 
together. The faces of the Scalabrinian Missionaries 
and the religious sisters serving in the villages 
are tangibly changing from an inspiring group of 
generous Italian religious to a younger generation 
mainly from Asia. We also see changes in the 
cultural background of the residents. The majority 
of residents are still Italians but there is a growing 
number of them who were born in Australia or in 
different countries. The wonderful people working 
at the Scalabrini Villages also represent a variety of 
cultures serving together in the spirit of communion 
in diversity. Multiculturalism in Australia is already 
given and one next step is to move towards an 
intercultural identity based on love and care that 
will help us to be better integrated looking at 
the differences not as threats but as possibilities 
of human enrichment. That is why the pastoral 
care team endeavours to prepare intercultural 
liturgies and, respecting our religious beliefs, fosters 

Fr. Delmar Silva CS 
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The Village by Scalabrini’s
wonderful residents

The year in 
review
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Over a period of 50 years, Scalabrini has established villages that have cared for 
thousands of residents, providing them a safe and welcoming environment when 
needing extra support in their older years.

Though different in look, feel, history and the communities they serve, each village 
shares a central focus on each resident’s individuality and their right to dignity, control 
and choice. This influences everything we do, from clinical care through to spirituality 
and social wellbeing. 

It is respect for the individuality of each resident coupled with the rich and varied 
backgrounds of our staff, volunteers and Religious Sisters that adds to the diversity, 
passion, innovation, bravery and love found at each village each day.
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ALLAMBIE 
HEIGHTS
THE YEAR 
IN REVIEW

Scalabrini Allambie Heights Village Manager 
Michael Diaz with resident Rosaria Dimauro
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Scalabrini Allambie Heights is our northern beaches 
sanctuary, home to 82 residents who mostly have 
raised families and spent their working lives in and 
around the area. 

Born of the local Italian community and opened in 
1994, the village has expanded and matured into 
a truly multicultural home that celebrates both its 
heritage and its diversity.

A positive attitude and a proactive approach are 
hallmarks of the close-knit team at Allambie, helping 
nurture strong relationships with residents and their 
families, says Village Manager Michael Diaz.

Since joining Scalabrini in 2008, Michael’s approach 
has focused on accessibility and effort – or as he puts 
it: “My door is always open” and “No job is too hard.”

In 2018/2019, much planning has gone into 
renovation designs that will make it easier for 
residents to move more freely around the village 
and have new features to enjoy, including a café, 
greenhouse and decked area.

Another focus has been the revised Charter of Aged 
Care Rights and more resident focused accreditation 
standards – priority issues at Allambie Heights and 
across all Scalabrini villages.

Information sessions for residents and families have 
covered the Charter and its 14 protections in detail, 
including safety, quality care, independence and 
information, privacy, fairness, and control.

These protections are a “perfect match” with 
Scalabrini’s own ‘Sono Io’, or ‘This is Me,’ model of 
person-centred care, rolled out in 2016. “It’s all 
focused on the residents – their dignity and the 

choices they make. In whatever we do, the residents 
need to have a voice,” says Michael. 

‘Sono Io’ ensures that the resident is at the centre of 
everything we do.

Similarly, staff across the village received special 
training on new accreditation standards that, like 
the Charter, took effect July 1, 2019. Combined, the 
changes and the required training and discussions 
have strengthened the team culture at the village, 
says Michael.

“We are really in wonderful shape because for three 
or four years we have put a lot of effort and training 
into this area.”

Life at Allambie is vibrant and residents are able to 
enjoy many activities if they choose to, including 
Spanish lessons, regular outings, music, having fun 
with local preschoolers and teaching them Italian, 
patting a dog that visits the village regularly, and 
more.

The village is also known for celebrating significant 
cultural and religious events, and personal 
milestones, such as the 100th birthday in July 2018 of 
Allambie’s oldest resident, Kathleen Roberts. 

Foundation Day, in late September, is a cherished 
event on the village calendar, but in 2018 was special 
for being a 50th anniversary. To mark the event, staff 
dressed up for a glamorous celebration at the village 
that toasted the village’s multicultural workforce.

We are really proud of this delightful village and its 
wonderful culture.

The friendly village on 
Sydney’s Northern Beaches
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Blending family, 
food and culture

The chef at Scalabrini Allambie Heights, also in 
charge of Scalabrini’s new company-wide menu, 
believes that when it comes to food in residential 
aged care, it should nourish body and soul.

“On a daily basis, food can transform a resident’s 
mood, increase happiness and bring a smile. For 
many it may be the highlight of their day,” says 
Harshendu Mankad.

As well as being one of life’s pleasures and the 
source of nourishment, food is also a significant 
touchstone for many residents on account of its 
central place in their culture.

“I come from India where the culture is dominated 
by and revolves around food. I can easily relate to 
the love of food and its importance when it comes 
to socialising and the family for Italians. There’s a 

close match between the two cultures.”

From the age of 10, Harshendu remembers helping 
his mum by chopping vegetables and preparing 
dough for flat breads. I used to ask her questions 
on how to make traditional sauces, lentils and 
curries, and food became a passion.”

Visiting an uncle who was a chef in a 5 Star kitchen 
further whetted his appetite for cooking as a 
career.

After studying at a hospitality college, where 
he learnt cooking, housekeeping, maintenance, 
accounting and more, Harshendu did a chef 
apprenticeship in India. 

“Luckily what I cooked came out well. People liked 
the taste of it and my passion grew.”

Scalabrini Allambie Heights Chef
Harshendu Mankad
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"I joined Scalabrini 
mindful of giving back to 

the elderly and making 
them happy.”

Harshendu, whose sister is also a qualified 
chef, spent 30 years working in high end 
hotels in India, the Middle East and Australia 
before owning and running his own patisserie 
in Parramatta.

Prior to joining Scalabrini in 2016, he worked 
at Royal Rehab in Ryde, steering its transition 
away from chilled food and toward the 
preparation of freshly cooked meals.

“I joined Scalabrini mindful of giving back to 
the elderly and making them happy. My own 
parents were close to 80, making it easy for me 
to relate to the residents.”

At Scalabrini, Harshendu actually wears 
multiple hats.

As chef manager at Scalabrini Allambie 
Heights he oversees the daily preparation of 
all freshly cooked meals.

Additionally, Harshendu is our Food Safety 
Compliance Officer and responsible for the 
company’s in-house food safety program. In 
short, he ensures all guidelines for receiving, 
storing, preparing and serving food are 
followed.

His job also involves moving around all six 
villages and talking to residents about the 
food. 

“I love it, because if I don’t know there is a 
problem, I can’t fix it,“ he says.

Harshendu’s big project of 2019 was a major 
menu redesign. This was done in consultation 
with residents and the catering team accross 
Scalabrini.

As a result, Scalabrini offers more choices for 
residents at meal times and regularly evaluates and 
refines its menu in response to resident feedback. 
Everything is cooked fresh on site daily, meats are 
sourced only from approved suppliers and fish (like 
barramundi and salmon) are typically on the menu 
twice weekly.

Harshendu looks forward to Scalabrini’s food 
journey, always refining and always improving, 
with residents’ happiness at the core.
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Sister Martha Wahyuningsih is part of the fabric 
of Scalabrini Allambie Heights, having moved to 
the village in 2002 when the Passionist Sisters first 
established a congregation there.

Pastoral care at the village takes many forms, and 
goes beyond assisting with Holy Mass, prayer and 
the Holy Rosary, says Sister Martha.

Spirituality can also be found in communing with 
nature and the arts, so pastoral care includes 
spiritual, emotional and social support.

I can take a resident for a walk in the garden or do 
something with art or music. And it is all part of 
pastoral care. In the garden you can see flowers 
and talk about flowers and this is also spiritual.

“I really enjoy this work. I enjoy time with the 
residents and being part of their journey.” 

Prior to her move to Allambie Heights, Sister 
Martha spent a year with the Passionist Sisters 
working at Scalabrini Bexley. But her journey to 
a Christian religious life on Sydney’s northern 
beaches began in Indonesia.

Raised in a large Muslim family in the east Java 
city of Malang, Sister Martha (Ning, as her family 
called her) converted to Catholicism with the 
permission of her parents when she was 14. 

Living as a Christian in a predominantly Muslim 
country brought many challenges, with friends 
not understanding her decision to convert.

After training as a nurse, working in a Christian-
run boarding school and later an orphanage, 
thoughts of a bigger commitment were building.
“In my deepest heart, God was calling me,” says 
Sister Martha. So in 1992 she joined the Passionist 
Congregation and started her formation as a nun.

From Indonesia to 
Allambie Heights

Scalabrini Allambie 
Heights’ pastoral care
Sister Martha
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It was a decision that upset her family, but Sister 
Martha put her trust in God that acceptance 
would come.

In time it did, and Sister Martha’s parents saw 
their daughter taking her final vows in 2001 
and later gave her their blessing before the 
congregation sent her on a mission to Australia.
“Caring for the elderly is very different, but my 
desire is to love everyone without fear.”

Having worked as a nurse has particularly 
helped in understanding what some residents 
are going through physically, says Sister Martha.

Reflecting on her life, Sister Martha believes the 
hardships she has endured allows her to give 
more to residents. “With all I have been through, 
I have more patience, more understanding and 
more love.”

 “Spirituality can also 
be found in communing 

with nature and the arts, 
so pastoral care includes 

spiritual, emotional and 
social support.”

Renovations which started in spring 2019 will 
enhance quality of life for residents at Scalabrini 
Allambie Heights, utilising design expertise and 
insights from our new, purpose-built and awarding-
winning village in Drummoyne. 

In short, the design and fit-out plans reflect 
Scalabrini’s modern, person-centered approach to 
residential aged care known as ‘Sono Io’, through 
surroundings that emphasise home and community.

For residents, this means greater freedom to access 
the whole village (no more pin numbers and codes), 
communal spaces to socialise and pursue interests, 
and more areas to simply be in nature. 

It will be very impressive, according to Village 
Manager Michael Diaz. 

Importantly, residents will be free to stroll wherever 
they like within safe parameters.

The changes include a new entrance and central 
corso leading to a hairdressing salon, café and large 
deck, Nonna’s Kitchen where residents can cook 
together, and a greenhouse. There also will be a 
wellness centre, where residents can talk privately 
with a Religious Sister or enjoy some aromatherapy 
and a massage. 

New bedrooms have been designed for residents 
who are living with dementia, with features that 
protect dignity and privacy, while enhancing 
freedom of movement. As at the new Drummoyne 
village, Allambie Heights will enlist customised 
bedroom doors and clever layouts to aid wayfinding 
and reduce stress, while private en suite bathrooms 
will deliver on dignity and privacy for residents.

Throughout, the renovations will exude a subtle hint 
of Italy, reflecting our heritage.

Renovations deliver on 
modern aged care expectations 
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AUSTRAL
THE YEAR 
IN REVIEW

Scalabrini’s 
first village

Scalabrini Austral holds a unique place in the 
Scalabrini story. It was the first village to be 
developed, and came to fruition on the back of 
countless fundraising efforts that brought the 
community together.

From functions at the newly-built Sydney Opera 
House through to enormous fetes on the 27 acre 
site at Austral, the village was pulled out of the 
ground by the coordinated and generous efforts 
of our supporters.

Decades later, the village is steadfastly focused 
on delivering excellent clinical care in an 
environment where residents are at the centre, 
and family, heritage, faith and community set the 
rhythm of life.

In May, Austral was one of thousands of 
organisations and individuals around the country 
to host a morning tea in support of the Cancer 
Council. Thanks to generous donations from staff, 
residents, families and volunteers, more than 
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$4,000 was raised, marking a record contribution 
from the village.

Other fixed events in the Austral diary include 
Italian Republic Day, ANZAC Day, Ferragosto, 
Australia Day, and important dates throughout the 
year.

In September 2018, Scalabrini’s Foundation 
Day was special as it marked 50 years since the 
day that a group of committed lay people and 

Scalabrini Fathers met to discuss the lack of 
suitable aged care options for post-war Italian 
migrants. That meeting lead to the formation 
of Scalabrini as an aged care provider and the 
subsequent opening six years later of its first 
village – Austral.

The official opening in May 1974 remains one of 
the biggest events in the company’s history, with 
thousands of locals turning out for the ceremony, 
entertainment and food. Prime Minister Gough 

 Scalabrini Austral’s 
wonderful residents 
with Sr Maria Elena 
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Whitlam and the Leader of the Opposition, Bill 
Snedden, both spoke to the crowd before jointly 
pulling a cord to unveil a plaque and shaking 
hands. 

The Archbishop of Sydney, Cardinal Freeman, 
presided over a Mass and blessed the village’s first 
(and at the time only) hostel wing.

Celebrations in 2018 included all day 
entertainment at the village, with an emphasis 
on families and children. There was live accordion 
music, an animal farm, rides on a miniature train, 
jumping castle and face painting.

Another milestone reached in September 2018 
was the 100th birthday of our oldest resident, Rosa 
Gregorace.
 
Toward the end of 2018/2019, the village started 
a new tradition – setting aside a day each month 
to feature the culture of a staff member (or 
members). The initiative has proved popular and 
staff have loved showcasing the dress, music and 
dancing of their country with fellow workers and 
residents.

In June 2019, a lunch was held to thank the 
21 volunteers who enrich the lives of Austral’s 
residents by helping run craft groups, cultural 
groups, bingo, bus outings, and activities such as 
cooking.

Aside from these types of celebrations, the village 
is also a busy place thanks to regular visits from 
local school children and preschoolers. 

 In July 2019, Joseph Massih was appointed village 
manager. Joseph has a wealth of experience in 
aged care management and is passionate about 
providing the best service possible to residents.

His priorities include workforce stability, delivery 
of best practice in aged care, and a vision for the 
village that is responsive to the needs of residents, 
relatives and staff. 

Joseph plans to build partnerships with external 
organisations with a view to improve the quality 
and variety of services offered at Austral. And 
within the village, steps have already been 
taken to improve the food and overall dining 
experience. This reflects a company-wide rollout 
of a new four week menu, with resident feedback 
to be considered in future menu decisions.

Against the backdrop of the Aged Care Royal 
Commission, information sessions have been held 
for residents and families about the Aged Care 
Quality and Safety Commission’s new Charter 
of Aged Care Rights, raising awareness about 
residents’ rights and the quality of care required of 
all providers. 

Scalabrini welcomes the tighter regulations in our 
industry. They sit well with our existing person-
centred approach to care, called “Sono Io” or “This 
is Me,” which respects the right of residents to 
have control, choice and dignity.
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A new wellbeing cottage on the grounds 
at Scalabrini Austral offers emotional and 
spiritual support to people who are facing 
challenges such as depression, stress and 
grief.

Located in a villa on the village grounds, 
the Hummingbird Wellness Centre, 
opened to residents, staff, volunteers and 
families in May 2019.

Sister Maria Elena says the idea for the 
centre came about because people would 
catch her out and about, even in the 
village car park, and want to talk about 
personal matters. 

“In society today it feels as though 
everyone is too busy. I think it is important 
for people to have someone to listen to 
them. I am open to listening and helping 
them find a way through.”

The centre is also a place where people 
can drop-in and enjoy a coffee and 
conversation with friends, so it is equally 
a place for sharing good memories, being 
part of a support network, and having fun, 
says Sister Maria Elena.

Feedback from visitors has been amazingly 
positive, with people coming to share, 
seek healing or simply enjoy the centre.

A place 
to share

Scalabrini Austral staff member
 Franca Reho with Sr Maria Elena 
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BEXLEY
THE YEAR 
IN REVIEW
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A village rooted 
in community

Scalabrini Bexley is a village that revolves around 
community – nurturing relationships with 
younger generations and local organisations to 
make village life more dynamic and enjoyable.

Through interactions with a local kindergarten, 
the Ilion Association Hermes, the Men’s Shed, as 
well as volunteers, Bexley residents are still part of 
the broader community.

This reflects a wholistic approach to residential 
aged care.

“It is important for residents to connect with 
other generations and groups outside the 
village because coming to live in aged care does 
not mean you are now not part of the wider 
community,” says Tracey Gill, Scalabrini Bexley’s 
Wellbeing Coordinator.  

A standout feature of 2018/2019 at Bexley has 
been the highly successful pilot of the Gold Soul 
Companionship Program.

Under this program, four university students 
pursuing health-related qualifications receive free 
accommodation at the village in exchange for 
spending quality time with residents.

In what has been a win-win for students and 
residents alike, the program has continued into 
2019/2020, with the enthusiastic support of 
residents, families and the students.

Scalabrini Bexley resident 
Melita Holjt 
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Bexley has a history of nurturing intergenerational 
connections, and for many years has partnered 
with a local kindergarten to regularly bring village 
residents together with busy, bubbly youngsters 
to have fun.

In 2018, Care Manager Noreen McSweeney and 
Registered Nurse Carmel Anderson completed 
a Fellowship Program to help us take this 
intergenerational program further.

Elsewhere in the village, in December 2018 
the Sorrento building was reopened after a 
major renovation process to create an enabling 
environment for residents living with dementia.

Sorrento 2.0 has its own kitchen, and each 
resident has a private bedroom with en suite 
bathroom. The redevelopment and fit out took 
inspiration from our recently opened state-of-the-
art village at Mary St. in Drummoyne, including 
bedroom doors that differ in colour to aid 
wayfinding. 

Additionally, Sorrento staff undergo professional 
development with Dementia Training Australia, 
increasing their capacity to give Sorrento 
residents the best care possible.

As with other villages, Foundation Day in 
September 2018 was a bigger than usual 
celebration on account of it being the 50th 
anniversary of the founding of Scalabrini. The 
village celebrated significant cultural and religious 
days on the Australian, Italian and Greek calendar, 
and also marked two extra special events – one 
was a wedding and the other a 102nd birthday.

Looking ahead, an early highlight for 2019/2020 
is a project involving the Men’s Shed, with 
volunteers helping to plan and build garden 
beds at the village. Residents with a passion for 
handywork will be encouraged and supported to 
take part.

And in December 2019 a new Wellness Centre 
is set to open. The centre will be a place where 
residents can participate in activities such as 
gentle exercise, streching, and feeling better 
activities.
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Tracey Gill loves her job as Wellbeing 
Coordinator at Scalabrini Bexley.

“I should have been doing this 30 years ago. I 
absolutely love it. It is the best thing I’ve ever 
done,” she says, talking about her decision to 
join the village team in 2018.

 “It is about being able to give our people the 
best life that they can have. I get to know the 
residents’ histories, their families, how they’d 
like their room set up and what they want to 
do.

“It is my job to design a program around each 
resident, and that will possibly be a mix of 
individual activities and group activities.”

Each wellbeing program is necessarily unique.

One resident may love gardening, another may 
like listening to Greek music while showering, and 
another resident may enjoy walking to the local 
shops (no matter how slowly) for a coffee.

For residents who love cooking, there are weekly 
opportunities to get together in ‘Nonna’s Kitchen’ 
to make favourite dishes. While one of the most 
joyful and social activities at the village involves 
visits with children at a local kindergarten.

“It’s amazing to see the transformation in some 
of the residents when we visit,” says Tracey. The 
children spark something in the residents and 
make them smile. They might do a little bit of 
dancing together and the residents love it, she 
says.

“That’s probably the most important thing for me 
as a Wellbeing Coordinator, making sure that our 
residents are happy and getting to do what they 
want to do – it’s not about what we think they 
should do.

“I know the term ‘person-centred care’ is thrown up 
everywhere, but this is such an extremely person-

centred place and you can really see the difference 
you can make.”

For residents who are living with dementia, 
families have priceless information for staff.

Some of the most moving experiences that Tracey 
has had at work have come when a resident 
who has lost the capacity for speech or who has 
limited movement lights up because they are 
reconnected to something important from their 
past lives, possibly music.

It may only be a smile or a hand squeeze, but for 
some residents that is such a remarkable reaction 
it can bring family members and staff to tears. 

Quality one-on-one time is also important, but it 
has to be genuine engagement, says Tracey.

“It can’t be about simply sitting beside someone 
and looking at the television with them. You have 
to look them in the eye, address them by name 
and let them know that you are there.”

The sense of touch also is important, and can be as 
simple as holding their hand and smiling, she says.

A passion in 
making a difference

Scalabrini Bexley 
resident Laura Rebecci
with Tracey Gill
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A pilot program designed to build relationships between 
university students in their 20s and residents in their 80s and 
90s is delivering benefits beyond expectations at Scalabrini 
Bexley.

Under the innovative Gold Soul Companionship Program, 
a small group of University of Sydney allied health students 
are living on-site at the village and spending time socialising 
with residents in exchange for free accommodation.

Launched in July 2018, the program has been a hit with 
residents, families, staff and the students themselves.

Simply by sharing meals with residents, sitting and playing 
cards at night, making customised music playlists and 
putting on events such as high teas, the students enrich the 
lives of residents and bring vitality and variety to village life.

At the same time, the students gain an insight into 
residential aged care and the lived experience of the 
elderly – a generation they hope to treat once they 
receive their qualifications as occupational therapists and 
physiotherapists.

According to program coordinator Dr Sanet Du Toit, the 
students are gaining experiences and friendships beyond 
any clinical training the University could offer.

Wellbeing Coordinator Tracey Gill says the magic ingredient 
the students provide is time, and that the feedback from 
residents and their families has been fantastic.

“I get many comments about these amazing bunch of girls. 
They understand the Scalabrini way of doing things, and 
they get to know the families, get to know the residents and 
give them meaningful engagement and enjoyment.”

The program is being evaluated as part of an honours 
research project, with results expected in late 2019.

Pilot Intergenerational 
Program flourishes
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University of Sydney student 
Tanveer Mahal 
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CHIPPING
NORTON

A YEAR 
IN REVIEW

Scalabrini Chipping Norton staff member
Carmela Federico
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After a major renewal and expansion program, 
Scalabrini Chipping Norton today is a retreat that 
offers residents generously-sized bedrooms, many 
and varied communal spaces, a café, hairdressing 
salon, and one of the sector’s most admired gardens.

Home to up to 150 residents, the village has been 
blessed with strong community support. Nearly 50 
volunteers provide companionship and assistance to 
residents.

Volunteers enrich daily life at the village, making it 
possible for some residents to get out and about and 
take part in activities such as bocce.

Volunteers also help the village provide residents 
with a better quality of life by helping at fundraising 
days. In May 2019 for example, it was possible to 
have a fundraising day where the public could come 
and enjoy craft stalls, food, entertainment and even 
a jumping castle. Residents made knitted items to be 
sold at the fete, and nearly $4000 was raised to add 
special lighting to a dementia-specific sensory room, 
and more plants and a water feature for the garden.

In September 2018, Foundation Day marked the 
50th anniversary since the formation of Scalabrini. 
Staff and volunteers decorated the village with white 
and green floral arrangements and historical photos, 
and entertainment was provided for residents, staff, 
volunteers, Religious Sisters, and company and board 
representatives.

In July 2019, the village celebrated the contribution 
of four staff members who have worked at Chipping 

Norton since it opened in 1991.

This history with the village gives these staff 
members a special sense of ownership and pride in 
the success of Chipping Norton, according to Village 
Manager Isha Kang.

Religious Sisters from the Daughters of St Anne have 
also had a long-time presence at the village, having 
established a congregation there in the late 1990s. 

“It is the connection between residents, families, 
staff, Religious Sisters, and volunteers that makes our 
village what it is.” says Isha.

A village rich in 
volunteer spirit
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Wednesday mornings are a weekly highlight for 
some residents at Scalabrini Chipping Norton. It is 
when a dozen residents board the bus and head 
to Liverpool Catholic Club to play bocce.

They divide themselves into two teams and begin 
competition. If residents from Scalabrini Austral 
come, slightly different battle lines are drawn.

Bocce is a traditional Italian game, similar to lawn 
bowls, and for many residents of Italian heritage it 
is a link to their culture and their past.

John Patane, a Chipping Norton resident who 
took up bocce when it became a regular village 
activity in mid-2017 says it is fun to have a reason 
to go out and socialise.

“Everyone likes to go because it’s away from the 
everyday. After we finish we have a cup of coffee 
and a chat and enjoy the day.”

Bocce brings 
residents together

 “Everyone likes to go 
because it’s away from 
the everyday. After we 

finish we have a cup of 
coffee and a chat and 

enjoy the day.”

Scalabrini Chipping Norton resident
John Patane

Scalabrini Chipping Norton volunteer
Nina Dinale
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Scalabrini Chipping Norton resident
John Patane

If we were to write a job description for Nina Dinale, 
a dedicated volunteer at Scalabrini Chipping 
Norton, it would simply read: “Anything and 
Everything.”

For more than three years Nina has supported the 
residents, joining them on village bus trips, assisting 
with activities at the village, calling bingo, helping 
with fetes and fundraising events and more.

Nina spends about 15 hours each week helping out, 
and enjoys it.

But the decision to start volunteering wasn’t an 
easy one.

In 2016, Nina’s beloved husband John was in 
palliative care at Scalabrini Chipping Norton. Well 
known among the Italian community as a classical 
singer, John performed in clubs, at weddings and 
even special Scalabrini events at Chipping Norton 
and Austral. 

“We were very close. We went everywhere together, 
did everything together and made decisions 
together.” 

After John passed away, Scalabrini’s Sister Maria 
Elena suggested to Nina that she might like to join 
the volunteers at Chipping Norton.

“It took me about eight months to be convinced, 
but I’m very pleased I did so. There was something 
empty there and I had to fill it up,” she says.

Nina enjoys listening to residents and hearing 
migrant stories from the 1950s and 60s. 

“I like to listen to their life stories. They went through 
so many hardships – nothing like today where 
everything comes easy.”

Volunteer enriches 
village life

Scalabrini Chipping Norton volunteer
Nina Dinale
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To care for the elderly takes something that processes 
and procedures can’t capture, and that is a genuine 
capacity to give on a human-to-human level.

This is clearest when a resident is at the end of life.

Like the start of life, the end of life is a most intimate 
time of vulnerability and emotion. For families it can 
be a time of uncertainty and distress if they don’t 
know how best to help their loved one.

A Scalabrini program is helping staff to support those 
residents who are at the end of life, and assist their 
families who are facing the impending loss of a loved 
one.

The “Midwives for the Soul” program is run by Sister 
Maria Elena and covers cultural and religious beliefs 
and traditions, spiritual distress, pain management, 
ethical issues, respect and dignity, and more.

For Margaret Pereira, a nurse at Chipping Norton 
for 28 years, the pastoral care program had a big 
impact, giving her the theory behind the entire 
dying process. It explores how to deal with this time 

of transition, how to help with the spiritual distress 
that everyone goes through regardless of religious 
or cultural background, the different dimensions 
of a person and how pain management can help 
someone go within themselves to the essence of 
their being and focus on what is important to them, 
she says.

After such a long time as a nurse in aged care, 
Margaret has a deep appreciation of how sacred a 
space it is to be present with a person in their last 
moments. She believes that being a midwife for the 
soul means delivering the soul with love, respect and 
dignity at the end of life.

“That is when they want your presence and it is 
needed most. We are looking into their eyes at 
a different level and we help them through that 
process. I’m glad that I can be there for them.”

If families are there and they understand the process, 
that is even better, she says.

“Relationships are like threads woven into a fabric 
and they need that little bit of time.”

Midwives for 
the soul

Scalabrini Chipping Norton 
Midwives of the soul team
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The position of Transition Nurse in each Scalabrini 
village was created to help new residents settle 
in more quickly and families to feel supported 
through what can be a period of upheaval.

For Leah Berton, the opportunity to take on this 
innovative aged care role at Scalabrini Chipping 
Norton in 2018 was not to be missed.

It is an important role that can make the whole 
process of adjusting to residential aged care go 
more smoothly, she says.

In a nutshell, Leah’s job is to get to know 
residents and their families well from the start, 
understanding the required care needs and 
personal preferences to do with daily routines, 
food, and the kind of activities and social 
interactions the incoming resident might enjoy.

From there, a coordinated clinical and lifestyle 
plan can be developed in consultation with the 
clinical and wellbeing teams.

It is the first step toward delivering a 
personalised service, demonstrating respect 
for each resident’s right to retain their 
individuality and dignity.

For the first three months, residents and 
families deal directly with Leah if they have 
any concerns or issues. This gives everyone 
an easy point of contact when they are 
adjusting to life at Scalabrini, she says.

“Here, family members and the resident 
know they have someone who is looking 
after them and that their needs are my top 
priority. They can call me any time, and 
they know that I can communicate their 
needs to everyone else. It makes them feel 
supported.”

Entering residential aged care can 

understandably be daunting, she says. People may 
fear a loss of control and independence. If they 
have come from home, staff need to earn the trust 
of a resident and build a rapport with them and 
their families, says Leah.

It is rewarding to hear positive feedback.

“To have people say how fantastic it is here, or: 
‘We’re so happy mum or dad has settled in so well.’ 
That is great.”

“Most people are very appreciative and when 
they give positive feedback I go home feeling 
like I have done a great job and have brought 
something to their life in a positive way.”

Delivering a 
personalised service 

Scalabrini 
Chipping Norton 
transition nurse
Leah Berton
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GRIFFITH
THE YEAR 
IN REVIEW

Scalabrini Griffith is a regional jewel, set on seven 
acres near orchards and vineyards for which the 
region is famous.

In August 2018, the village celebrated two significant 
anniversaries – 30 years since it opened its doors to 
its first residents, and 50 years since the formation of 
Scalabrini as an aged care provider in Australia.

Both events provided reason to honour the people 
who took an idea, rallied support, and made it 
happen. And similarly, both events have shone a light 
on the enterprise and passion of the Italian migrant 
community which wanted to do something for its 
elders.

In the case of Scalabrini Griffith, the Italian 

community was the driving force behind the venture, 
but its momentum accelerated with help from the 
broader community.

To celebrate the 30th anniversary, an afternoon 
mass was led by Fr Savino Bernardi, followed by an 
afternoon tea and speeches, tree planting ceremony, 
cocktail party and the presentation of a book about 
the history of the village.

In his speech, Chairman of The Board, Emeritus Prof  
Leroy Certoma acknowledged the  enterprising 
spirit of those who achieved their dream that gives 
Scalabrini Griffith a particular place among the 
organisation. 

“It makes me especially proud to be the Chairman 
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of an organisation with such profound human 
sentiments.

I extend my gratitude to the residents and their 
families, the volunteers, the religious sisters, the staff 
and local management at Griffith for making the 
village what it is today.” 

Other special occasions this year included the 99th 
birthday of our oldest resident, Giuseppa Pittari, in 
February 2018, and the 71st wedding anniversary 
of residents Domenico and Francesca Nardi in 
December 2018. Their enduring love story was 
written up in the local newspaper. Domenico, sadly, 
passed away in June 2019.

As the village embarks on the next 30 years, 

renovations have begun that will provide residents 
with their own ‘Nonna’s Kitchen,’ where they can 
cook together for pleasure, and a Wellness Centre. 
Several bedrooms are to be given direct access to the 
garden, with new doors replacing windows, while 
elsewhere staff will benefit from more storage and 
office space.

The village also is working with a new menu, one 
that has been designed in consultation with our 
chefs and residents. Quality of life can be enhanced 
through the joy of good, nourishing food. In aged 
care, food and thinking about food are significant 
elements in the day for many residents, and our new 
menu is designed with that in mind.

Scalabrini Griffith resident Bianca Rossetto 
with Village Manager Pearson Kasawaya
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Village Manager Pearson Kasawaya has taken an 
unusual career route from his home country of 
Zimbabwe to our regional city in the Riverina.

After finishing a diploma in procurement in 
Zimbabwe, Pearson had his career plan worked 
out. He headed to the UK intending to add to his 
qualifications and find work in purchasing, supply 
chain and logistics management.

But a stop gap job that he grabbed after landing in 
England turned that plan and his life upside down.

It was a care worker role with residential aged care 
provider, Quantum Care. 

“It wasn’t something that I wanted to do and I didn’t 
have much interest in the industry. But after a while 
I realised it was actually good. It allowed me to be 
me. I was free to laugh and be silly, and it suited 
my personality, especially when it came to doing 
activities with residents.

“I loved taking the residents out and making them 
laugh.”

Over the next few years Pearson added to his aged 
care management qualifications, becoming care 
team manager and acting deputy manager at a 
Hertfordshire facility. 

Next came a period of working as an assessor and 
then internal moderator of a TAFE-like vocational 
training provider.

One cold December day in 2013 he opened an email 
from old friends who had moved from England to 
Griffith.

“They sent a video of their kids playing and riding 
their bikes. It was nice and sunny and I went ‘Wow! 
That is where I want to go’.  That evening I started 
making an application for a visa.”

In May 2014, Pearson walked into Scalabrini Griffith 
and within a week was working as an Assistant in 
Nursing. Mentored by stand-in Village Manager 
Michael Diaz, and later Village Manager Elizabeth 
Harpley, Pearson was promoted to office manager 
and also took on an acting village manager role 
when needed.

“I really learned a lot from Michael and from 
supporting Libby, who allowed me to grow within 
the role,” says Pearson.

Following Elizabeth’s departure in May 2019, Pearson 
felt he’d “come of age” and was ready to move up.

Scalabrini Griffith is unique because the community 
feels it belongs to them, he says.

“They don’t need to make an appointment to see 
me. The village belongs to them and they have high 
expectations, which makes us work very hard.”

“We go above and beyond. Being a small community, 
we are really looking after our own. That’s what 
makes us special.”

Though management qualifications help with 
problem solving, a lot of the time it is the personality 
of the manager that can make a difference, he 
believes. 

Positive feedback from families is enormously 
rewarding.

“It is satisfying for me when someone comes and 
says: ‘Wow, my dad is well looked after here,’ or ‘he 
came from hospital with a pressure sore and now it is 
healed.’  That is what keeps me ticking.”

Outside of work, Pearson and his family have 
embraced life in Griffith. It is a beautiful place to raise 
children, with good facilities, good food, and some 
very caring people, he says. 

Sliding door 
moments 
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Scalabrini Griffith Village Manager
Pearson Kasawaya
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THE
VILLAGE
THE YEAR 
IN REVIEW
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A new village challenging 
perceptions of aged care 

Resembling an elegant European neighbourhood, The Village by 
Scalabrini is a state-of-the-art residential aged care property that is 
designed to protect and nurture the dignity and freedom of residents.

Five years since the Drummoyne site was purchased, and the dream of 
a village that provides a different experience for people who are living 
with dementia, and chronic or complex aged care needs has become 
a reality.

The Village was officially opened in September 2018 by the 
then-Minister for Aged Care, Ken Wyatt, Scalabrini’s Chairman, 
Emeritus Professor Leroy Certoma, and Superior Provincial, Father 
Delmar Silva.

Speaking at the opening, Dementia Training Australia Executive 
Director Prof. Richard Fleming praised The Village for its capacity to 
support a meaningful life and promote health, while also providing 
the necessary support for people who are living with dementia.

He said that in 30 years’ time, he expected The Village would be one 
of those dementia-friendly communities that marked the turning 
point when the country started to take the citizenship of people with 
dementia seriously.

In this commissioning year, The Village has grown and evolved. With 
the resident at the centre, processes and procedures continue to be 
refined, informed by feedback from residents and relatives.

The hiring of Lani Lingatong as Care Manager has allowed a better 
alignment of wellbeing and clinical care.

The Village by Scalabrini’s 
beautiful residents 

Vincenza Di Costa and Eva Didas 
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The Village’s beautiful casa-style accommodation, 
and elegant communal spaces, chapel, café and 
wellbeing centre, coupled with a variety of 
on-site activities and entertainment, are 
challenging people’s perceptions of aged care.

“They don’t see it as a residential aged care facility 
– it’s more like a home and a community,” says the 
leadership team.

“We have no gates and no fences, and there is no
isolation or segregation of people. Residents are 
free to move around, join in activities and events 
across the village. Everyone’s bedroom door is 
different – like their own front door – and they 
can individualise their rooms. It creates that 
essence of home.”

 “They don’t see it as 
a residential aged care 
facility – it’s more like a 
home and a community.”
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For some, an unanticipated benefit of moving 
into residential aged care is the opportunity 
for renewed social engagement, new 
friendships and a network to lean on.

At The Village by Scalabrini, residents can 
choose to get involved in ballroom dancing, 
tai chi, cooking and many other activities. 
There are regular movie screenings in the 
Wellbeing Hall and the opportunities for 
frequent outings to beaches, parks, and places 
of interest.

On site, the village café and piazza are popular 
places to mix with fellow residents and have 
the feeling that you’ve been out for a bit, the 
way we all like to at times.

New bonds are forming all the time.

The Internet is full of quotes on friendship, but 
this is perhaps one of the best when thinking 
about residential aged care. It is attributed to 
Jim Henson, the genius behind the fabulous 
Muppets: “There’s not a word yet for old 
friends who’ve just met.”

Friendship
opportunities

The Villlage by Scalabrini residents
Jan Fletcher and Horst Wegner
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DRUMMOYNE

FAREWELL

September 2019 marked an end of an era 
at Scalabrini Drummoyne.

Earlier in 2019, we came to the difficult 
decision that our village at Lyons Road 
which had faithfully served thousands of 

Scalabrini Drummoyne
Staff with CEO Chris Grover
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residents was no longer fit for purpose to meet 
the needs for residents going into the future. 

Since purchasing the property in 1999, Scalabrini 
Drummoyne has been a second home to 
countless residents and staff, supported by the 

beloved nuns from the Sisters of Reparation, and 
generous volunteers who have given their heart 
and souls to the village and its people.

We are grateful to all who have lived and worked 
at Scalabrini Drummoyne.
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Financial Results 2018/2019

2018/19
‘000

2017/18
‘000

Government Subsidies $53,102 $49,715

Resident Fees & Charges $24,495 $19,370

Retention Income $1,444 $498

Donations & Bequests $24 $42

Other Income $810 $647

Investment Income $588 $540

Total Revenue & Income $80,463 $70,812

Staff Costs $57,701 $51,847

Administation Expenses $7,029 $5,960

Catering & Housekeeping Expenses $7,197 $6,074

Resident and Client Expenses $4,057 $2,633

Maintenance Costs $2,828 $2,828

Other Expenses $1,810 $2,025

Depreciation and Amortisation $9,280 $6,000

Accelerated Depreciation on Identified Assets $3,353 $3,233

Interest on Borrowings $2,357 $18

Interest Expense $468 $314

Non-reoccurring significant items

One off write down of capitalised costs from new build $3,395 $0

Provision for redundancy costs - decommissioned village $1,367 $0

Provision for ILU decommissioning $1,800 $0

Total Expenditure $102,642 $80,931

Surplus (Deficit) for the Year $(22,179) $(10,119)

Gain on Revaluation of Properties $9,797 $9,127

Total Comprehensive Income (loss) for the Year $(12,382) $(992)
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What We Own 2018/19
‘000

2017/18
‘000

Property Land & Equipment $286,553 $288,933

Cash & Financial Assets $32,817 $31,111

Debtors & Other Assets $2,509 $9,703

Total Assets $321,879 329,747

What We Owe 2018/19
‘000

2017/18
‘000

Resident Bonds $137,194 $116,499

Resident Loans $19,326 $13,844

Provisions $4,520 $4,629

Creditors & Other Liabilities $15,089 $11,643

Borrowing $43,000 $68,000

Total Liabilities $219,129 $214,615

Total Net Assets $102,750 $115,132

6
VILLAGES

710
RESIDENTS

321
CARE STAFF

104
REGISTERED

NURSES

6
TRANSITION 

NURSES

6
CHEFS

122
CATERING 

STAFF

19
RELIGIOUS 

SISTERS

112
VOLUNTEERS

At a Glance
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The Village by Scalabrini resident
Carmela Calandra
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Level 8, 9 Help St, Chatswood, NSW 2067

Main  P: 02 8876 6800  F: 02 8876 6860
Main E: admin@scalabrini.com.au

Sales  P: 1800 722 522 
Sales E: accommodation@scalabrini.com.au

ABN 24 000 770 598

scalabrini.com.au

To create a 
feeling of 
home


